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Being one of Indiaâ€™s topmost IT B schools makes SCIT a cradle for innovation. Also the Symbiosis
brand name associated to SCIT brings with it a legacy of contributing towards the development of
education sector. Business schools teach much more than the big theories of management. From
schooling to post graduation Symbiosis institutes have carved a niche for themselves fulfilling
dreams of students in every sector. The Symbiosis centre for information technology or SCIT is also
a result of this dedication to cater to the rising demand of talented and trained professionals from
the IT industry.

Located in Pune, SCIT is one of the leading B schools to offer an MBA in IT. The course also allows
students to select their specialisation from subjects like software solutions, infrastructure
management, etc. An MBA in Pune gives students a chance to learn the intricacies of the industry
with a lot relevant exposure. But business management course in Pune is much more than mere
classroom sessions. The MBA programs are aimed at developing the overall persona of students
along with enhancing their knowledge. It is via this dual approach that they develop the required
leading edge in todayâ€™s competitive world.

Apart from the routine studies; the SCIT campus is also home to many unique initiatives. Some of
them like Eklavya help students understand the social or humane side of businesses as well. The
Corporate IT sector is not only about making profit. It is also about helping the society overcome
issues. SCIT being one of Indiaâ€™s topmost IT B-schools, has always believed in instigating the
students with this sense of responsibility. Eklavya is a result of this belief. The theatre group of
SCIT; Eklavya helps raise corporate, social, environmental and other issues that have impacted the
common manâ€™s life. This way the students at SCIT learn the complex concepts of business along
with developing a sense of responsibility towards the society.

The MBA in IT equips the students with the necessary skills to become the caring leaders of
tomorrow who will bring about a change in the society. In fact SCIT has also initiated a student
social responsibility project. The students at SCIT are encouraged to pursue such projects to help
them develop the ideal understanding of the corporate sector. Business schools like SCIT utilise
their state of art infrastructure towards building such projects and thereby helping every
management student to contribute towards the betterment of society.

An integral part of the business management course in Pune at SCIT is grooming students to
develop a global mindset. The institute is known to encourage people to pursue their
entrepreneurship skills via unique initiatives like the IT Elf. Students who are a part of the
entrepreneurship and leadership forum are given ample guidance to pursue their dreams by experts
from the industry. The institute has many such clubs where students are encouraged to participate
and further enhance their skills. In fact SCIT also offers specialised courses for working
professionals in the IT industry. Their executive MBA in IT is highly popular among those who want
to pursue their degree without giving up their job.

It is this multifaceted approach that gives students at SCIT the leading edge over pass outs from
other IT B schools. The institute has seen several students climb the ladder of success. Their highly
successful alumni database and year on year placement records are witness to the dedication SCIT
has shown towards building student careers.

In fact the institute has become a preferred destination for IT companies looking at expanding their
workforce. Lead by Dr. R. Raman SCIT has always worked towards propagating the holistic learning
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approach to help students become the caring and successful leaders of tomorrow. An MBA in IT at
SCIT is a journey of knowledge, learning, inspiration and a lot of fun filled experiences.
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